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Background

Financial institutions are increasingly concerned about overhead
expense and service quality.   There continues to be enormous
pressure to seek solutions to properly match work volumes and
service levels to staffing requirements.  Staffing models have
become necessary tools for financial institutions to effectively
and efficiently manage staffing needs.
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There are essentially three options available to financial institutions
to utilize staffing models:

Develop In-House
This scenario option is typically a costly iniative in terms
of expenses and time consumed.

Utilize Service Bureau
This arrangement provides monthly information
generated by Castle Creative Services, capitalizing on
our expertise and simplifying branch staffing and
scheduling.

Purchase Staffing Model
This option enables you to customize the model and
manage staffing and service in-house.

Staffing Model Options
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TELLERGRAPH®

Features & Benefits
Overview

• Why TELLERGRAPH?

• TELLERGRAPH Features

• Information Required

• How TELLERGRAPH Works

• Customization Features

• Training

• Recommended Usage

• Reporting Capabilities

• Client Results

• System Requirements

• Pricing & Implementation Options
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Why
TELLERGRAPH?

• Installed Client Base
• Adaptability to Client Requirements
• Graphic Analysis
• PC-Based

We think TELLERGRAPH is the optimal choice for teller staffing
models.

Developed in 1982, TELLERGRAPH has been continually
upgraded and enhanced to meet the needs of today’s financial
institutions.

TELLERGRAPH is more than just a staffing model. Because it
utilizes Queuing Theory, TELLERGRAPH is also an excellent
customer service model.

Installed in over 100 financial institutions from small
community banks with one office to superregional financial
institutions with over 1,000 offices, TELLERGRAPH has
successfully helped financial institutions reduce overhead
expense and improve customer service.
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TELLERGRAPH
Features

TELLERGRAPH offers many features to get the information and
results you need — quickly, easily and accurately.

Feature Highlights:

• Correctly match transactions to required staffing levels.

• Enhance service delivery by objectively monitoring
established service levels.

• Objectively justify staff reductions or additions.

• Manage overhead expense.

Staffing Highlights:

• Broad selection of reports provide information for all
management levels involved in staffing decisions.

• Graphic display instantly conveys staffing
requirements.

• On-line help function can answer most questions
without the need to use the comprehensive manual.

• Information may be analyzed over any interval —
individual days or averages of specified weeks of data.

• Branches may be grouped in divisions, and re-assigned
to a different group, if divisional changes are made.

• Each branch may keep separate data for as many as four
distinct service areas.
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• Back-office or fixed duties may be specified (in person-
minutes) for each interval of the day, and included in
determining staffing requirements.

• “Rolling window” presents user-specified level of
historical data in selecting and analyzing data.

• Data may be kept separately for each teller, permitting
analysis of individual performance; or summarized by
branch.

• Transaction times may be customized, and customer
wait times may be specified between 5 seconds and 20
minutes, permitting a broad range of applications.

• Confidence is pre-set at 92%, meaning that 92% of
your customers will be served within waiting time that
is specified.  The Confidence Level can be changed to
reflect the bank specific conditions.

• Full network compatibility, with file sharing and
individual, as well as system-wide, user preference
files.

• Updated “Staffing Index” reflects the relative
efficiency of each staffing change as it is made.  If the
Index number goes up—it’s a good decision!

Scheduling Highlights:

• Scheduling data produces a weekly schedule and a
monthly schedule.  Supporting management report
details staff utilization, overall costs, and other useful
information.

TELLERGRAPH
Features  (Continued)
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TELLERGRAPH
Features  (Continued)

• The model supports and schedules bank-defined staff
categories, such as Head Teller, Full Time I,  Part Time
(< 20 hours), or Peak Time.  Each category can have
unique work rules, shift lengths, breaks (paid or
unpaid), and cost data used in determining the overall
cost of various staffing options.

• The model can schedule ‘Generic’ employees to
produce an ideal schedule or implement at the region/
branch level with ‘real’ employees.

• The model generates the total cost of your weekly
schedule.

• The Activity Calendar adjusts historical activity levels
to account for holidays, government check days,
paydays, and other events that affect customer arrivals
and transaction volumes.  “Special days” may be
defined system-wide, as well as those for specific
locations.

• Graphically displayed staff requirements can be
adjusted by dragging shift start, stop, and break times to
the desired point on a time line, or by changing text
values on an input screen.
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Information Required

The following information is required for TELLERGRAPH to
provide results:

• Number of transactions or customers during
each half-hour period.

• Time required to service a customer/transaction which
 can be customized per branch.

• Maximum time customers wait in line before
being served which (can be customized per branch.

• Branch Hours, i.e., the time when the branch is open to
serve customers.

Good information generates accurate results.

Gathering Information
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How TELLERGRAPH
Works

Based on your system and on-line capabilities two options are
available to gather data :

1. Mainframe Download

TELLERGRAPH can connect with your on-line teller
system to capture:

Up to 15 transaction types, for
48 half-hour intervals, for
Each day, within
Each branch, and optionally, by
Up to four service areas.

2. Branch-Level Tallies

When on-line information is not available, branch level
tallies are a viable option to capture daily and hourly
transaction information.

TELLERGRAPHTELLERGRAPH
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TELLERGRAPH Customization
Features

One of TELLERGRAPH’s excellent features is the ability to
customize the model for your financial institution.  Your
branches are likely to be located in areas that have varied
demographics, idiosyncracies, or special service requirements.
To enable you to reflect the needs of different branches
TELLERGRAPH enables the financial institution to:

• Develop customer service times for transactions.

• Identify standards by branch.

• Establish appropriate customer wait times for each
branch or market.

• Track customers or transactions.

• Perform sensitivity analysis on actual data utilizing the
“What if” feature, which allows you to project the
staffing impact.

Lobby Norm =
2.0 Minutes

Drive-In Norm =
1.0 Minute

Transaction or Customer Service Times
Are Customized For

Individual Markets and Branches
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Training

Castle Creative Services’ training program includes technical
support, and our TELLERGRAPH Bank Support and
Interpretation Course.

Training for the financial institution is conducted on-site
focusing on the proper use and interpretation of TELLERGRAPH.

The training and interpretation course is provided for
appropriate representatives from your organization and is
typically a one-day program.  This course includes:

Basic use and understanding of TELLERGRAPH-generated
data and reports.

Training to establish transaction standards for the
bank or specific branches.

Anticipating problems and creating solutions.

Course materials and software documentation.
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TELLERGRAPH
Recommended
Usage

TELLERGRAPH can be run as frequently as the financial institution
deems necessary.  With extensive branch networks, typically a
rotating schedule is observed in order to continually monitor
staffing requirements and service levels.  Numerous institutions
run the model monthly.  Castle Creative recommends the following
guidelines:

• Monthly or minimum every six months
• Branch volume increases/decreases
• Budgeting staffing requirements
• Address customer service issues

Recommended Usage

TELLERGRAPH can be run as frequently as deemed
necessary.  Castle Creative recommends a minimum of every

six months
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Reporting
Capabilities

TELLERGRAPH offers the financial institution the ability to analyze
transaction/customer traffic volumes graphically and through printed
reports.
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TELLERGRAPH’s scheduling feature produces a weekly schedule
to maximize employee resources.  Supporting management
report details staff utilization, overall costs, and other useful
information.

Reporting
Capabilities (Continued)
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First National Bank of Anytown, USA USBA
Main Office
UPDATED: July 1999 HOURS M-Th F S

LOBBY 9-3 9-7 9-1
WALK-UP 8-6 8-7 9-1

DAY 8-9  9-10  10-11  11-12  12-1  1-2  2-3  3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7
MONDAY

B B B B B
C C C C C

D D D D D D D
E E E E E E

TUESDAY A
B B B B B
C C C C C C

D D D D
E E E E

F F F F F
WEDNESDAY A A A.5

B B 0.5B B B
C C O.5C C C

E E E.5 E E
F F F F F F F

THURSDAY
B B B B B B B B
C C C C C C C C

D D D D D D
E E E.5 E E

F F F F.5 F F
FRIDAY A

B B B B B B B B
C C C C C C C C
D D D D D D D D D

E E E E E E
F F F F F F F F

SATURDAY
B B B B
C C C C
D D D D
E E E E
F F F F

LUNCH TELLER WINDOW HOURS* PAID
HOURS WORKED HOURS

 *  Includes 45 minutes/day Teller Supervisor A 4.00 6.75 40.00
    preparation & balancing B 32.50 37.50 38.00

C 33.00 38.00 38.00
D 29.00 33.25 34.00
E 26.00 31.50 32.00
F 29.50 33.75 34.00

SUPERVISION 24.88
ATM 6.00
TOTAL HOURS 211.63 216.00
TOTAL FTE 5.3 5.4
RECOMMENDED FTE 5.5
CURRENT FTE 6.5
DIFFERENCE -1.0

Teller Schedule
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Reporting
Capabilities (Continued)

A variety of reports are available:

Staffing Reports
• Branch Information Report
• Graphic Staffing Report
• Staffing Summary Report
• Branch Utilization Report
• Measured Activity Detail Report
• Customer Profile Report
• Teller Activity Summary Report
• Fixed Activities Report
• Reference Staff Level Report
• Staffing Efficiency Report
• Average Transaction Salary Costs
• Transactions / Teller / Hour
• Activity Volume / Time Distribution
• Weekly Transaction Volume

Scheduling Reports
• Scheduled Versus Required Staff
• Branch Schedule:  Management Report
• Weekly Work Schedule
• Staff Types
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Report
Samples
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Report
Samples
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Report
Samples
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Report
Samples
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Report
Samples
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Report
Samples
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Report
Samples
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Report
Samples
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Report
Samples
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Report
Samples
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Report
Samples
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Pricing & Implementation
Options

TELLERGRAPH is provided as a stand alone staffing model or as
a complement to our retail consulting assignments.

For financial institutions interested in utilizing the model we
offer three options.

Option A:
Purchase TELLERGRAPH Software

(This option includes the following)

TELLERGRAPH Software
Full Software Documentation
Two-Day Training Course

Pricing is  based either on number of branches, number of affiliate
or regional applications, or packaged to a holding company for
unlimited usage.  We strive to work with our clients to determine
the most cost effective package for the organization.

Option B:
TELLERGRAPH Software and “Pilot” Program

This option is identical to option A, except we will pilot
TELLERGRAPH implementation in a selected number of
branches.  To facilitate implementation, our consulting staff will
assist in the implementation of TELLERGRAPH in select retail
offices to demonstrate how to develop standards, generate data,
interpret results and recommend optimum teller staffing in the
pilot offices.
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Client Results

TELLERGRAPH has enabled community, regional and
superregional financial institutions to dramatically reduce
personnel expense and improve customer service in the United
States, Canada, South America, and Australia.  A small sample of
results our clients have realized follow:

Sample Clients

Organization Location Branches
SunTrust Banks FL/GA/TN 600+
National Bank of Canada Canada 600+
First Michigan MI 72
Comerica MI, IL 300
Sovereign Bank

(Tellergraph has been delivered to hundreds of institutions)

Retail Staffing Results

Number Expense
Organization Branches Reduction (FTE)
Southeast Bank 65 100
Northeast Bank 53 46
Midwest Holding Company 72 35
Southwest Bank 125 84
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System
Requirements

Microsoft® Windows 98TM, Windows NTTM, Windows 2000TM,
Windows XPTM

Pentium II or later processor
Memory requirements:  128 MB RAM
Network or 20 MB mb free hard disk space
Pointing Device and SVGA or better display
Graphics printer supported by Windows:  Color or B&W

 Contact Information

 Castle Creative Services, LLC
 115 Softwood Cir.
 Roswell, GA  30076

 (678) 585-0144 Phone
 (877) 227-3664 Toll Free (in US)
 (678) 585-0144 Fax

 office@castlecreative.com
www.tellergraph.com




